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ၹᱢᯙ�ᝅᨦශᮡ�����ಽ�ᮁḡࡹŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᝅᨦශ���a�᪥ᱥ�

Łᬊᮝಽ�eᵝࡹḡอ�ᨕਅ�✚ᱶ⦽�ๅḢ�չქ	NBHJD�OVNCFS


a�᳕ᰍ⦹۵�äᮡ�ᦥܺ������۵݅ܩ�ᱥℕ�ᝅᨦශᨱݡ�⧕�ə݅ḡ�

Òᱶ⧕�⧁�อ⦽�ᙹ⊹۵�ᦥܺݡ��݅ܩ⦺�᳙ᨦᔾ�ᝅᨦශᮡ�����

ಽ�⦹⦹ᩡŁ�ᯕ۵�ḡᗮ�a܆⦽�ᝅᨦශᅕ݅�ԏᮡ�ᙹ⊹᯦݅ܩ��
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ᗭእᯱ�ᇡ₥۵�ᔢݚ⯩�⦹⧩݅ܩ��ᔍᝅ�ḡӽ⧕ᨱ۵�ᮁa�

⦹ᯕ�Ğᱽ�ᇡ᧲�ᗭಽ�᯲ᬊ⧩ᨕ�⧊ᮁ��݅ܩa�⦹ᮝಽ�ᯙ

⧕�ၙǎ�aĥݚ�ᔍᬊ⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ۵�ᗭाᯕ�᧞���ᔢ⦽�ä్ݍ���

ᮝಽ�⇵ᱶ݅ܩࢊ��ḡɩʭḡ�ᅙ�☖ĥᨱ�໕�ḡӽ�ᇥʑʭḡ�ə�

ɩᧂ᮹ݡ�ᇡᇥᮥ�ᱡ⇶⦹Ñӹ�₥ྕ�ᔢ⪹ᨱ�ᔍᬊ⦽�ॐ⧊݅ܩ��ᗭ

እᯱ�ᱡ⇶ᯕ�᷾a⧩݅ܩ��ᯕᱽ�ᮁa᪡�aᜅ�aĊ�⦹ᮝಽ�ᯙ

⦽�ᱩ᧞ᇥᯕ�ᙹᨱ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⊹۵�ॐ⧊݅ܩ��ᦿᮝಽ�ɮᱶᱢᯙ�

ᗭa�ੱ�ӹ┡ԁ�ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ��

ḡӽ� �ᬵ� ᙹ⊹ಽ�ᅕ໕�ྕᨙaa�ɝᬱᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹ	DPSF�

JOGMBUJPO
ᮥ�ᔢ⧁�äᮝಽ�ӹ┡ԍḡอ�ᯙ⥭౩ᯕᖹᮡ�ᩍᱥ⯩�

ᱡ᳑⦽�ॐ⧊݅ܩ��ᯥɩ�ᔢ�ᗮࠥa�aĊ�ᔢ�ᗮࠥෝ�ŝÑᅕ݅�
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ⓑ�₉ᯕಽ�⇵ᬵ⧩࠺י��݅ܩᰆᨱᕽ�ᙹa�۹ᨕӹ໕ᕽ�ᝅḩ�

ᯥɩᯕ�ᔢ⧩݅ܩ��

ᯕ�༉ु�ᗭ۵�ၙǎ᮹�⫭ᅖ�༉ູ□ᯕ�ᦥษࠥ�aᗮ⪵ࡹŁ�ᯩ݅

۵�äᮥ�ᦵ⧊݅ܩ��ᱢᨕࠥ�ḡɩ�⩥ᰍ�ၙǎ�ᔢ⫊ᮝಽ�ᅱᕽ۵�ᇡ

ᱶᱢᯕḡ۵�ᦫᮥ�ॐ⧊݅ܩ��ᗑᯝ�᪅ᯝ	TIBMF�PJM
᮹�}ၽᮡ�Ğᱽ�

ᖒᰆᮥ�Ⅺḥ⦽�ᯙ�ᵲ�⦹ӹ᯦݅ܩ��ᗑᯝ�᪅ᯝ᮹�}ၽᮡ�ǎԕ�⚍

ᯱ᪡�⥥௹┚	GSBDLJOH
��ᨱթḡ�aĊ�⦹݅ܩᮝಽ�ᯕᨕḲ࠺⪾�

ᯕ�ᨙᱽӹ�ᗭእ᪡�⚍ᯱෝ�Ⅺḥ⦹۵�äᮝಽ�ᩍĉᲭḡอ�ᯕჩᨱ

۵�ə౨ḡ�ᦫᦹ݅ܩ��ᯕ్⦽�⇵ᱶᮡ�ᔩಽᬕ�Ŕᨱᕽ᮹�⥥௹┚

ᨱݡ�⦽�⚍ᯱa�⦹ŝ�ๅᬑ�ԏᮡ�ᮁa�ভྙᨱ�ๅᬑ�í�ᵥᨕ

ॅᨩ݅ܩ��ḡɩ�⩥ᰍ۵�ၵ݆�ᙹᵡʭḡ�ԕಅe�ॐ⧊݅ܩ��

อ᧞�ə౨݅໕�ၙǎᨱᕽ�ᇡᱶᱢ�ᗭa�⦹ӹ��ᔍḡ۵�ä᯦

⦹⇶۵�ᱡ���đುᱢᮝಽ�ᗭእ�ḡ⇽᮹�ᔢᮡ�ᗭእᯱॅᯕ݅ܩ

ಅ�⦹ḡ�ᦫ۵݅۵�ஜ᯦ੱ��݅ܩ⦽�ᨱթḡ�ᇡྙᨱݡ�⦽�⚍ᯱ�⦹

ᖙa�ຩ⇵ᨕᕽ�ᦿᮝಽ�ɮᱶᱢᮝಽ�᯲ᬊ⧁�äᯕŁ�ၙǎ�Ğᱽ

ෝ�v⪵⦹۵�ߑ�ᬒ�ⓑ�ࠥᬡᮥ�ᵥ�ä᯦݅ܩ�

݉ʑᱢᮝಽ�ၙǎ�Ğᱽ۵�ᩑe�᧞����_���ᖒᰆ⧁�äᮝಽ�ᅕ᯦

��ᰁ�⬥�ัᥡऽต�ᇩ⪶ᝅᖒŝ�ᖙĥᱢ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ᱽ⦹໕�݅݅ܩ

ᗭ�እšᱢ᯦݉��݅ܩʑᱢᮝಽ۵�ᨕ۱�ᱶࠥ᮹�ᵝᰆ�⦹ᯕ�

ᱶᔢᱢᯙ�᳑ᱶ᮹�ჵ᭥ෝ�ჸᨕӽ�äᯙḡᨱ�᮹ྙᯕ�ᯩၙ��݅ܩ

ǎᨱᕽ�Ğᱽ⪽࠺ᨱݡ�⦽�Ƚᱽ�᷾a᮹�ᩢ⨆ᮝಽ�ᔾᔑᖒ�᷾aᮉᯕ�

⦹⧩ᮥ�ḡࠥ�༉ෙ݅۵�ᬑಅᨱ۵�݅ᗭ�ɝÑa�ᯩ݅ܩ��
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ə్ӹ�əᅕ݅��ⓑࢱ��aḡ�ᇩ⪶ᝅᖒᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��⩥ᰍݡ�

☖ಚ�ᖁÑ�⌁⟹ᯙᨱᕽ�ԕÕ�Ŗ᧞�ᵲ�ᯝᇡ۵�ჶᦩᮝಽ�ၽ⬉݅ࡽ

໕�ᖒᰆᨱ�สݡ⦽�ᰆᧁෝ�aᲙ�äᮝಽ�ᅕ᯦݅ܩ��ᯝᇡ�Ğᱽ⦺

ᯱaݡ�☖ಚ�ᖁÑ�⌁⟹ᯙᨱᕽ�ᱽᦩࡽ�⥥ಽəఉ᮹�እᬊᮥ�⇵ᔑ⦽�

ၵ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ə�እᬊᯕ�ၠᮥ�ᙹ�ᨧᮥ�อⓝᮥ׳��ᐱอ�ᦥܩ�ᦥ

ᩩ�ᝅ⧪ᯕ�ᇩa܆⦽�⥥ಽəఉॅ᯦ੱ��݅ܩ⦽�ၙǎ�ᰍᱶ᮹�ᰆʑ�

ḡᗮa܆ᖒᨱ�š⦽�ྙᱽॅࠥ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ษḡสᮝಽ�ၙǎ�Ğᱽa�

ᖙĥᨱᕽ�ၽᔾ⦽�ᇡᱶᱢ�∊Ċᮥ�čॽ�ᙹ�ᯩ۵ḡᨱݡ�⦽�ᔢݚ⦽�

᮹ྙᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��

ə్အಽ�ᯕ�ྙᱽෝ�ຝᱡ�݅Ł�⇵⬥ᨱ�ᇩ⪶ᝅᖒŝ�ᰆʑᱢ�

ྙᱽෝ�݅ࠥಾ�⦹ā݅ܩ��ᱡ۵�ၙǎ�Ğᱽa�ᰆʑᅕ݅۵�݉

ʑᱢᮝಽ��ӺšᱢᯕŁ�ᔾb⦹ʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ�

⩥ᰍ᮹�ᖙĥᱢ�ᔢ⫊ᨱݡ�⧕ᕽ�ᯝᇡ�ྙᱽෝ�᳡ᯱ��ᖙ⯩�ᔕ⠕

ᅝ�⦥a�ᯩၙ��݅ܩǎŝ�݅ෙ�ӹॅᯕ�݉ᯝ�ትಾᮥ�ᯕ്�

äᮡ�ᯙᔢᱢᯕḡอ�ɩᮖ᭥ʑ�ᯕ⬥�ᮁ᮹�ᖒᰆᮡ��ᅱᵡ݅�⧕

ࠥ�ᇡḥᮥ�໕⊹�༜⦹Ł�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᦥᯝऽ�ᜅ⟹ᯙ�əญᜅ�ə

ญŁ�⡍⚍i᮹�᭥ʑ۵��ಅᲙ�ᯩ݅ܩ��☖ĥෝ�ᅙ�ᔍ௭

ᯕ໕�٥Ǎӹ�ᯕ┩ญᦥෝ�ᩝಅ⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ┩ญᦥ᮹�ᝅḩ�(%1

۵���_��֥�ᱥŝ�݅ෝ�ၵ�ᨧ݅ܩ��í݅a�ŖŖᇡ₥۵�ᯕၙ�

(%1᮹�����ෝ�₉ḡ⦹Ł�ᔢ⪹�ᯕᯱa�ᱱᱱ�ᔢ⦹Ł�ᯩܩ

�ࠥ�ᯕ┩ญᦥa�&6᮹ᇡᇥ�š⊂ᯱॅᮡ�༉ु�äᯕ�Žݡ��݅

ᔢ⫊ᨱ�ⓑ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⋁�äᮝಽ�ᅕŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��⩥ᰍ�ᯕ┩ญᦥ۵�

ʑ�ভྙᨱ�ᱢᨕࠥ�݉ʑᱢᮝ׳�እ�ᇡ₥እᮉŝ�ᰍᱶᱢᯱaݡ�%1)
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ಽ۵�ᖒᰆ�a܆ᖒᯕ�ᨧ݅��݅ܩෙ�ᔢ⫊ᮥ�ᱽ⦹Łࠥ�ᯕ┩ญ

ᦥ᮹�ᔢ⫊ᯕ�&6᪡�ᮁಽ᳕ᨱ�ᦵᬕᮥ�ऽญᬑŁ�ᯩ۵�äᮡ�٥Ǎӹ�

�ᙹ�ᯩྜྷ��݅ܩು�ⲱ݅ෙ�ᔢ⫊Ⲳࠥ �ᔢݚ⯩�ə౨݅ܩ�

ḡӽ⧕�ษḡส�ᇥʑᨱ�ᯕ్ᕽ�əญᜅ۵�ʑⅩᰍᱶ⮲ᯱᨱ�

e�᭥ʑෝ�ċᮡ�⬥�ᯕᯱ�ḡ⇽ᮥ�ᱽ⦹Ł�ԉ֥���݅ܩ⧩ݍࠥ

ᮡ�ᰍᱶ⮲ᯱ۵�ĉᬑ�(%1᮹�����ಽ�ኩ᧞⧩݅ܩ��əญᜅ᮹�ᖒ

ᰆᯕࡹ⪵ࢵ�Ł�ᝍḡᨕ�⦹⦹໕ᕽ�ᇡ₥�ᇡݕᯕ�݅�ᔢ⧩

�እ�ᇡ₥እᮉᮥ�⧊ญᱢᯙݡ���ḡɩ᮹�əญᜅa�݉ʑᨱ�(%1݅ܩ

ᙹᵡᮝಽ�ԏ⇵ʑ�᯲⧁�a܆ᖒᮡ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ə్အಽ�əญᜅ

a�&6�ԕᨱᕽ�↽ᗭ⦽�⦽�ჩ�ᯕᔢ�᭥ʑෝ�ᯝᮝ┅ḡ�ᦫŁ�չᨕi�

ᙹ�ᯩ݅Ł�ᔾb⦽݅໕�ๅᬑ�Ӻšᱢᯙ�ä᯦݅ܩ��əญᜅ۵�ྕᨙ

a�᳑⊹ෝ�≉⧕�⧊݅ܩ��⩥ᰍ�əญᜅ�ᔢ⫊ᮡ�ๅᬑ�อᖒᱢᯕŁ�

ᯕݡಽ�ḡᗮࢁ�ᙹ�ᯩ۵ḡ�⪶ᝅ⦹ḡ�ᦫ݅ܩ��⩥ᰍ�*.'�❡ᯕ�ə

ญᜅෝ�ਁԍŁ��ᬵ�Ⅹʭḡ۵�࠭ᦥ᪅ḡ�ᦫᮥ�ä᯦۵'.*��݅ܩ�

əญᜅa�ḡ┅ʑಽ�⦽�᧞ᗮᮥ�ḡ┅ʑ�ᱥʭḡ۵�݅ᮭ�ᇥ⧁ၽ⧪

	USBODIFⰒ✙௲ᚱ
���əญᜅa݅ܩᵝḡ�ᦫā݅Ł�⧩⧔�ᮥ⇽ݡ�

⧁�ᙹ�ᯩᮥḡ�ᨧᮥḡ۵�ᦥྕࠥ��ᙹ�ᨧ݅ܩ��ᯕäᮡ�ə�ᨕਅ�

ᯕᖒᱢᯙ�ᔍ௭ࠥ�ᦥԝ�ᙹ�ᨧ۵�ྙᱽ᯦݅ܩ�

ə్ӹ�ᮁ�Ğᱽ�ᱥℕᨱݡ�⦽�aᰆ�ⓑ�᭥⩲ᮡ�ᯕᵝᯱ�᭥ʑ᯦

��ᯕᵝᯱ�ྙᱽa�ᮁᨱ�ၙ⊹۵�ᰆʑᱢ�ᩢ⨆ᮡ�ɮᱶᱢᯝ�ä݅ܩ

ಆᯕ�⩥ᱡ⯩�qᗭ⦹Ł�ᯩʑ�ভྙ᯦࠺י�᮹�ᯙǍ᪡ᮁ��݅ܩ᯦

��༉ु�᷾Ñॅᯕ�ᯕၝᯱa�ᮁᯙᅕ݅�⠪Ɂᱢᮝಽ�ᔾᔑᖒ݅ܩ

ᯕ׳�Ł�ᅖḡ�⩽┾ᮥ��ၼ۵݅۵�äᮥ�ᅕᩍᵮ݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�݉
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ʑᱢᮝಽ۵�Ğᱽᱢ�ᱶ⊹ᱢᮝಽ�᪡⧕ෝ�aᲙ᪖݅ܩ��ᱶ⊹ᱢᮝ

ಽ�ᯕᵝᯱ�᭥ʑa�ᮁಽ᳕ᐱอ�ᦥܩ�&6�ᱥℕ᮹�Ǎ᳑ෝ�❭ƕ

⦹Ł�ᯩ݅ܩ��ḡɩౝ�ǎĞᮥ�⠱ᘥ⦹໕�ᗦñ᳑᧞	4DIFOHFO�

"HSFFNFOU
ᮥ�⡍ʑ⦹íࢁ��äᯕŁ�ᔾb⦹۵�š⊂aa�ฯ

�ࠥ᧞ෙ�☖⧊�šಉ�᳑݅�ࡽ��ᗦñ᳑᧞ᮥ�⡍ʑ⦹໕�ᯕၙ�ℕđ݅ܩ

⧕ℕࡹʑ�᯲⧁�ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ�

ᖅᔢaᔢᮝಽᮁ࠺��ᱶ⊹۵�ḡӽ���֥e�ᖒŖᮥ�ᯕൊ⧁�ᙹ�

ᯩࠥಾ�ḡᬱ⧩�Ğᱽᱶ₦ᨱᕽ�ᯕ┩⦹Ł�ᯩ݅ܩ��⨾aญa�↽

ᦦᯕḡอ�ᨕਜí�ᅕ໕�aᰆ�∊Ċᱢᯙ�äᮡ�⡕ऽ᯦᪽��݅ܩ

Ա⦹໕�⡕ऽaᮁ࠺��ǎa�ᵲᨱᕽ�aᰆ�ᖒŖᱢᮝಽ�ᄡ⪵

	USBOTJUJPO
ෝ�ᯕҭᨩŁ�ə࠺ᦩ�᯦ࠥ⦽�ᱶ₦ᮥ�⦽࠺ᦩ�⧕ӹa

Ł�ᯩᨩʑ�ভྙ᯦݅ܩ��ə్အಽ�ᝍḡᨕᮁ࠺��ḡᩎᨱࠥ�ᇩ⪶

ᝅᖒᯕ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᬑⓍᯕӹ᪡�్ᦥ�ᔍᯕ᮹�ԕᱥŝ�əᨱ�}

�݅ܩᕽ۵�ᱽa�ᨙɪ⧁�⦥᳑₉�ᨧ⧔ݡ��༉ु�ǎaॅᨱࡽ᯦

əäᯕ�∊ᇥ⦽�ĞŁa݅ࡱ�໕�⧕᪅Ł�ᯩ۵�ǎa᮹�⦹ӹ

a�ᩢǎ᯦݅ܩ��☖ĥ�ᙹ⊹a�ᔢ⧩݅ܩ��ə్ӹ�ǎၝॅᨱí�

&6�┩♕�ᩍᇡෝ�ྜ۵�⧕��ᬵᨱ�ᯩᮥ�ǎၝ⚍⢽�đŝa�ƪᰆ

⯩�ᵲ⧊ݡ��݅ܩᇡᇥ�ᇥᕾa۵�อ᧞&6ᨱᕽ�┩♕⦹۵�ቭ౪

✙	#SFYJU
�ᮝಽ�đುᯕ�ӹ໕�ᩢǎᐱอ�ᦥܩ�ᮁݡ�යᨱ�ᨥ

ℎӽ�ᇡᱶᱢ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�ၙ⋁�äᮝಽ�ၠŁ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ᯕ౨í݅ࡽ�໕�

ᜅ⎵✡ऽ�ࠦพᨱݡ�⦽�ǎၝ⚍⢽ᐱ�ᦥܩ�ᭉᯝᜅ᪡�ᇢᦥᯝ

ऽʭḡ�ࠦพᨱݡ�⦽�ǎၝ⚍⢽ෝ�⦹ā݅Ł�ӹᖅ�ᙹ�ᯩ݅ܩ��ቭ

౪✙�ǎၝ⚍⢽ᨱᕽ�ᇡᱶᱢᯙ�đŝa�ӹ᪅໕�í�ᖒᰆ⦹�
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ӹॅ᮹�ᱥࠥ�əญ�ᳬḡ�ᦫí݅ܩࢊ���ᇡෝ�ᱱ⊹۵�ᔍ௭ॅ

ᮡ�&6�┩♕ಽ�đುᯕ�ӹḡ�ᦫᮥ�äᯕŁ�⦹ḡอ�₍ᖒŝ�ၹݡa�

ๅᬑ�ɝᗭ⦽�₉ᯕ᯦ݡ����݅ܩ���ᯕ�ᦥܩݡ�������ᱶࠥෝ�ᩩ

ᔢ⧊݅ܩ��ᯕ�ᙹ⊹ॅᮡ�ᄡྜྷ��݅ܩ⧊࠺ು�ᱡ۵�ᩢǎᯕ�&6ᨱ

ᕽ�┩♕⧁�äᯕ۵�᮹čᮥ�ԩ݅Ł�ᯙᬊࡹŁ�ḡ۵�ᦫ݅ܩ��

ᩢǎᯕ�&6ෝ�┩♕⧁�äᯕŁ۵�ᔾb⦹ḡ�ᦫḡอ�ๅᬑ�ᦥᜍᦥ

ᜍ⧕ᕽ�ᬑಅෝ�ᯱᦥԕŁ�ᯩᮝ໑�⩥ᰍ᮹�ᇩ⪶ᝅᖒᨱࠥ�ᩢ⨆ᮥ�

�݅ܩ⋉ၙ

ᮁᮡ�ྜྷು�Ⓧʑ�ভྙᨱ�	ᮁ᮹
�ᖒᰆᯕ�ᇡḥ⦹໕�ၙǎᮡ�ྜྷ

ು�ᖙĥ�༉ु�Ŕ᮹�Ğᱽ�⪽ࠥ࠺�⋉ℕ݅ܩࢊ��ᔍᝅ�ᩍ్�ၙǎ�ʑ

ᨦ᮹�ᙹᯖᅕŁᕽᨱ�໕�ၙǎᨱᕽ�ᙹᯖᯕ�⦹⧩݅Ł�⧊݅ܩ��

ᮁᯕ�ᖙĥ�ᰆᨱᕽ�ၙǎ�ʑᨦ᮹�ᙹᯖᨱ�⍅݅�⦹ႊᦶಆᮝಽ�

᯲ᬊ⧩݅ܩ�

ᱶ⊹ᱢ�ᨕಅᬡ�ᇡᱢᱩ⦽�Ğᱽᱶ₦�ᱡᮁaa�Ěℱ�ᵲ࠺᮹�ᱥ

ࠥ�ษ₍aḡಽ�⪙᮹ᱢᯕḡ�ᦫݡ֥������݅ܩ�⦹ၹʑᨱ�ᮁ

ᨱᕽ�aᰆ�í�ᖒᰆ⧩۵┅░��ᇡᱢᱩ⦽�ᱶ₦�ᨥℎӽ�ᙹ
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The U.S. in the Global Economy1

Anne Krueger
Former First Deputy Managing Director, IMF

I would like to talk about the U.S. role in the world economy, 
in part because it is so important that I cannot talk about the 
world economy without it and in part because what happens in 
the world economy for this time is very important for the U.S. 
One cannot really separate the two issues so I would like to talk 
about both. As this time is different in some regards, there are 
more uncertainties in the world economy now than we normally 
see. I think some of that we have been seeing in the markets are 
more of the uncertainties underlying the trend. 

I think that we are already at a crossroads in the global 
economy and we have not seen anything like it. After the WWII, 
the U.S. did emerge as a dominant economy in the world: its 
real GDP was estimated to have been more than a quarter of 
the world’s total at that time, its currency was in extremely short 
supply, and the U.S. held more than 40% of the world’s gold 
reserves at that point, which was quite a huge amount. Even its 
goods were in demand everywhere, dollar shortage was a theme 

1　This is a transcript of the speech by Dr. Anne Krueger at the “IGE/KITA Global Trade 
Forum” on March 2, 2016. The views expressed here are the speaker’s.
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of the day anywhere. Indeed, only four countries had convertible 
currencies even for current account in the 1940s and 1950s. 
Dollar was in such a short supply and the U.S. was so dominant 
that there was no way going further. 

But for the next several decades, the world economy prospered 
and it was led by the American economy in two ways: 1) The 
American economy grew reasonably well although it was already 
in fairly good shape and 2) the American leadership and policy 
made the rest of the world economy better than it had been. 
When there was a temporary slowdown in the U.S., there was a 
saying that when the U.S. sneezes, the world catches a cold. By 
that they meant that what happened in the U.S. was even more 
important to the rest of the world than it was to the U.S. Any 
slowdown in the U.S. economic activities was followed quickly 
by the rest of the world. 

The way right now, in which things are different, is that the 
U.S. economy is going up with a few other economies but the 
rest of the world is flat or not going up. So we have a different 
situation where the world economy is not all in one synchronous 
phase. They are fighting each other to some extent and that is 
the uncertainty that we are all facing. 

American leadership was important not only for its bilateral 
role which was very important to many countries especially to 
Europe, but also because of the establishment of the GATT, 
which became the WTO and liberalized the international trade 
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rapidly, establishment of the IMF, designed to coordinate and 
stabilize international financial and exchange rate arrangements, 
turned out to be very important, and the World Bank which 
was to support reconstruction and growth efforts. Thus, all 
three of those institutions were established under the American 
leadership. At that time, nothing could have been done without 
America because the U.S. was so dominant. 

But the American policy was trying to bring the economy of 
the rest of the world up, not to maintain dominance. More than 
one American President was actually celebrated when he said 
the American share of the world GDP had gone down, meaning 
that not the U.S. was doing badly but others were doing well. 
With that, of course, the pre-dominance of the U.S. economy 
diminished and, in large part, it was because of the American 
policies. The Marshall Plan, the European Payment Union, and 
all the policies that were put in place to bring the world more 
together and re-establish growth mattered. 

Now Europe and Japan recovered, and the so-called “Asian 
Tigers” including Korea grew rapidly. U.S. predominance and 
leadership remained although American share, capital, free trade, 
and finance were necessarily falling. However, it did not bother 
the Americans to their credit. 

Until 2000s, there is no significant period of time when 
output and trade were not going in the same direction. The 
world was all in step. It was more or less the recession. The 
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countries are growing slowly, having a dropping output. Some 
countries are growing faster than others. Nonetheless, they were 
heading to the same direction. Countries with economic policies 
were pretty sound and doing better in good times. They were 
also doing better than the others in bad times, but not as good 
as when they did in their good times. So the whole world went 
together during that period. But the period of financial crisis in 
the last decade did not seem very different from a recent one. 
Although the American economy is less dominant, growth of the 
U.S. and the rest of the world were pretty much hand in hand 
with recession, financial crisis, and recovery and so on. But then 
the past two or three years, things have gone in a diverging way.

At the current time, we are facing the situation very different 
from that we had earlier. The U.S., along with some Northern 
European countries, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand and 
a few developing countries and emerging markets, seems to be 
continuing the expansion that began after the financial crisis. 
While growth has not been as robust as we hoped, it has been 
maintained in the U.S. and in those economies and they have 
performed reasonably well. 

By contrast, some of the star performers of the past two 
decades have been facing more headwinds. The Chinese growth 
has certainly slowed, and there are many questions whether 
the situation has now stabilized or growth would be declined 
somewhat more. Brazil, Russia and with two more countries, 
so called BRICs, are confronting major difficulties. BRICs were 
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thought to be leading the world economy a decade ago. Only 
India seems likely to experience growth this year without a 
slowdown. 

 Meanwhile, if we look around the world, Europe faces a 
large number of challenges and is growing very slowly. While 
the situation in Greece is not immediately critical, there are 
still chronic issues in that country which could turn to a crisis. 
Ukraine has difficulties both economically and geopolitically. 
Other difficulties in the rest of the Eurozone must be resolved. 
Regarding Eastern Europe, Hungary turned away from 
the Western growth model. And the newly elected Polish 
government seems to be following. Poland was the biggest 
success in the Eastern European countries. The British slated 
for the election whether to stay in the European Union in June, 
and there are considerable uncertainties as to what the outcome 
will be. That issue itself would be huge. In addition, I have not 
even mentioned the refugee crisis, which is a very big issue and 
constitutes a fundamental challenge to the Europeans and to 
their unity. 

 The outlook for the rest of the world does not look all 
that hopeful, at least in the short run. The problems of Middle 
East are both political and economic. For the oil exporting 
countries in the Middle East, their prospects are poor because of 
the sharp drop in oil prices. The low prices of other commodities 
have hurt prospects of many Sub-Saharan and Latin American 
countries. Even Chile which has been a star performer of Latin 
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America is experiencing a slower growth. The new Argentine 
government is wrestling with ways to reverse major economic 
problems inherited from the previous government. Hence, for 
the first time, maybe we are living in the two-speed world while 
one speed is backward. 

On one hand, the outlook for American economy and a 
few others are as good as I said. On the other hand, there are 
a large number of countries whose prospects are much poorer. 
While there are a few countries in the middle, doing okay, 
neither OK nor terribly, it is likely that their near term future 
will be determined in significant part by the balance between 
the expansion of the countries doing well and the recession, 
slowdown or the stagnation countries doing badly.

 Let me start by talking about the outlook for the 
American economy. Unless the American economy continues 
to improve its performance, the outlook of the rest of the world 
economy is probably bleak. Scandinavians, Northern Europeans, 
and Canadians could not by themselves carry the momentum 
forward. Thus, the U.S. is critical. If the American economy 
can sustain or improve the current growth rate, there is at least 
a significant prospect that the rest of the world can improve in 
major ways. After examining the American prospect in short 
run, I want to turn to some of the strong negatives in the rest of 
the world and discuss it more. Then I would like to try to access 
the balance between the expansionary and the recessionary 
forces. However, one of the biggest unknowns is the degree to 
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which the malaise in the difficulties of the rest of the world will 
affect the American economy. It is critical at this time. 

The American economy is much more integrated and one of 
the big negatives is that downward outlook for the U.S. is not 
within the U.S. but in the rest of the world. It is a new question 
mark because it is new and because of the increased importance. 
It is harder to assess what the pressures will be and how strong 
they will be. But if downward pressure is strong enough to dim 
the American economic growth, it is going to be very bad to the 
rest of the world. 

 Turning into the American prospect, the global financial 
crisis hit the American economy and the financial system very 
hard. Real GDP in the U.S. fell over 3% from its peak in 2007 
to its bottom in 2009. Since then, its average about 2.5% 
growth per annum, which is not huge but not terrible, either, is 
kind of half way in between. Since the economy had a number 
of challenges to which the recession responded. The outcome is 
probably better than what should have been expected. Recurred 
in major problems had been the real estate and construction 
boom in the U.S. It was a boom unlike anything that we can see 
for years and years. People were buying properties to hold them 
for years and to sell them again. There was no down payment. 
Sometimes, you can get a mortgage for 105% of the price of the 
property and did not even care what the price was. It was almost 
a bubble as these prices went up. 
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Construction had accounted, at the peak, for 7.8% of GDP 
directly and even more if you take into account the materials, 
other goods and services that the construction industry applied. 
There had been an over building in the earlier part of the decade. 
Therefore, there had to be a significant drop in construction 
activity. Residential construction dropped from its high over 
$800 billion annually in 2004 and 2005 to less than half that 
amount by 2009, 2010, and 2011. That much overcapacity in 
the housing sector was bound to be challenging. It was not all 
uniformly distributed throughout the U.S. Some regions are 
much harder hit than others. 

Employment in construction directly fell from 7.7 million 
people in 2006 to 5.5 million people in 2011. Even now it has 
not reached back to its peak in 2006, which is probably a good 
thing as it was over building at that time. The needs to absorb 
the overhang of housing, combined with the problems created 
by the inability to service subprime mortgage, meant that the 
construction sector itself put downward pressure on economic 
activity for several years, which is why I said that I don’t think 
2.5% growth was such a bad thing despite the dominant 
pressure in construction. By contrast, investment in equipment 
fell only by a quarter and the intellectual property products felt 
hardly at all. So the declining economic activity was not totally 
in construction, part of it was spillover from it. However, most 
of the construction sector certainly was the hardest tip of any 
sector in the American economy. 
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By 2010, investments in equipment and intellectual property 
products had started increasing and residential construction had 
stopped falling. When it stopped falling, that already took away 
some negatives and began helping. The upturn had begun. The 
overhang had been slowed quite a bit during the period and 
that had been going on. Over the next several years, economic 
activity accelerated although residential construction did not re-
obtain its earlier pace. By 2050, the housing market appears to 
return virtually to normal although there are places, cities, and 
states where there is still a significant overhang of housing and 
it is not uniform throughout the country. Prices started rising 
quite rapidly in some places and prices are stabilizing in some 
places and a few are still going down. 

The trough in the U.S. came about much more quickly than 
in Europe in part because of the rapid response of the Federal 
Reserve (Fed) to the crisis with its policy of quantitative easing 
(QE). At the same time, there was a stimulus package at the 
onset of recovery. There is debate among economists about how 
important that the stimulus package was. There can be good 
arguments made but it did not do much. There was a variety of 
reasons: misplaced, too long to take hold, and it was in things 
which did not matter. There is another school of thought that 
it did make some difference, making a downturn less sharp. 
Everybody agrees that QE was important at least at that time. 

Even if that started getting over the worst, the Greek crisis, 
the turmoil surrounding that and the situations in Ireland, Spain 
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and Portugal all led to too much sluggishness in the European 
economies. Then, it went down further because of those issues. 
That situation was worsened for some time by concerns over the 
likelihood of other countries, most notably Italy, which would 
follow suit within the European Union. It should be noted that 
Europe’s difficulties undoubtedly contributed at least a little 
to the relatively slow American recovery. U.S. once again is on 
the recovery against headwinds coming from Europe instead of 
going into them as before. But it is very difficult to estimate how 
important that was. 

Now, look at the table below. I would like to give you some 
ideas of what is happening in the major economies since the 
crisis by picking up the growth rate here. 

The U.S. average growth rate in the 1995-2005 period was 
3.4%. It has averaged about 2.5% since. The Euro area has not 
been strong and it has been weaker ever since. Japan has been 
in the doldrums. The U.K. has done in moderately well and in 
fact grew even rapidly than the U.S. last year. But the question 
is whether they are going to stay in the European Union, which 
seems to be overhanging economic activity right now. Even the 
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) countries grew up 
4.2 % until 2005, very high growth rate until the crisis, then had 
gone down somewhat since, and was negative by 2015, much 
of which is Russian oil. Finally, China grew as much as 12% in 
2006 by the Chinese numbers but then after 2011 falling into 
the 6% range. The question is where they would go. That gives 
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you some picture of mixed global economic activities between 
more rapidly growing and more slowly growing countries. 

The Fed decided to raise interest rates for the first time this 
past January as the U.S. economy is strong enough although 
it stopped QE earlier and began a re-purchase program. 
Extremely low interest rates and QE had earlier prevailed and 
did contribute to the upturn. Low interest rates, however, 
contributed also to the boom in the stock market, increased asset 
prices, and did help spur economic activity. Companies did not 
need to borrow and stock was not that highly priced in many 
cases. 

By this winter, the Fed was convinced that the time had 
come to start reversing the  easing policies and there was the 
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first increase of interest rates, which did contribute to the sharp 
drop in the American stock market. It had become overpriced 
efficiently, so then many people thought the correction is called 
for. It looks as if it has stabilized to some extent. The Fed also 
indicated that there will be several rounds of increase of interest 
rates this year but almost immediately a few signs of weakening 
of the recovery appeared. This, however, now seems to be 
reversing. 

 The increase in interest rate was, of course, very modest; 
nonetheless, it certainly contributed to the asset price situation. 
But most of these signals are pretty positive. The unemployment 
numbers in February came down. The overall unemployment 
of U.S. stays at 4.9%; 5% is considered the full employment 
number approximately but there is no magic number. 4.9% is 
not the number where overall unemployment is that much of 
a concern. Unemployment among college graduates is down to 
2.5%, which is below probably what can be sustained. 

Consumer debt is down quite a bit. In fact, last year one of 
the stimulus factors in the U.S. should have been the decrease 
in the oil price, which is estimated to give every American 
household another $1000. From the numbers so far, it looks as if 
until the last quarter, almost all of that was saved and paid down 
debt. Consumer saving went up. Now it is picking up again as it 
looks as if savings on oil and gas are finally spilling through into 
demand. There may be another positive factor, going forward. 
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Inflation seems to have subdued although the January number 
showed that something will pick up in the core inflation rate. 
Wage increases have begun outpacing price increases by larger 
margins than it had done before, so the real wages appear to be 
increasing in hand with the tighter labor market. 

All these factors suggest that the momentum of the recovery 
in the U.S. is probably accelerating. It is not likely negative at 
least at the moment based on the stuff in the U.S. One factor 
that was expected to spur growth was the development of shale 
oil, which causes both investment and the fracking activities in 
the U.S. The result in declining energy prices is once regarded as 
something that always stimulates consumption and investment 
right away but this time it did not do so. The estimate dropped 
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off very rapidly because of the decline in fracking investment in 
new places and the very low price. That seems again to be at the 
bottom point. 

If that is the case, another negative is taken out of the 
equation for the U.S. Therefore, the increase of consumption 
spending is that consumers no longer try and save anymore. And 
stopping the reduction in investment in the energy sector seems 
to be positives going forward and may indeed contribute even 
further to the strength of the American economy. 

In the short run, the American economy looks to be growing 
at the rate of 2.5-3% annually. In my view, that is slightly 
pessimistic barring the uncertainties that I will talk about later 
and barring the rest of the world. In the short run, there is a 
question how much of the stock market decline is more than 
any normal correction. There is some basis for concern that the 
rate of productivity growth may have slowed down, possibly in 
response to greatly increased regulations of economic activity in 
the American economy. 

But there are two bigger uncertainties. Some of the promises 
made in the current presidential campaign look to constitute 
major impediments to growth if they were ever enacted into 
law. Some economists have estimated the cost of some of the 
programs proposed at the presidential campaign. They are 
really unbelievable as they are not only high numbers but also 
impossible. There are also certain issues regarding the American 
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longer term fiscal sustainability. Finally, there are significant 
questions about the ability of the American economy to 
withstand negative impulses coming from the rest of the world. 

Thus, let me talk about them first. Then, I will talk about 
uncertainties and some of the longer term questions later 
because I am more optimistic in the short run than I am in the 
long run on the U.S. economy. 

Turning into the rest of the world, we need to take a look a 
little more closely at some of the things going on. Being a single 
block, i.e. the U.S. and the other countries, is impressive but 
the European growth has been incredibly sluggish at best since 
its financial crisis. Crisis in Ireland, Spain, Greece, and Portugal 
are well-known. Italy is the source of major concern for anybody 
who looks at the numbers: its real GDP is now no greater than it 
was 15, 16 and 17 years ago. At the same time, its public debt is 
already 130% of GDP and the interest it is paying on it is rising. 
Most observers have viewed Italy as sort of a critical question in 
terms of what will happen to the EU, even if everything else goes 
OK. With the debt to GDP ratio and fiscal deficit, no prospect 
in growth is in sight at least in the short run. Anybody can see 
that the Italian situation looms over the EU and the Eurozone, 
quite aside from anything else. Of course, the “anything else” is 
very much. 

Only in the last quarter of last year, Greece achieved a primary 
surplus, i.e. anything left over after the expenditures to pay 
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interest and that was a miserable 0.2% of GDP after six years 
of crisis. With Greece growing slowly as it is and even declining 
which makes the debt burden go up again, there is no prospect 
at the moment at least that Greece will change its ways in 
such a way that it can begin bringing down its debt to GDP 
at a reasonable rate at least in the short run. Thus, you have 
to be very optimistic to think that Greece will go through and 
continue without making at least one more crisis within the EU. 
The Greek situation right now is chronic, not all clear whether it 
will stay that way. At the moment, the IMF team had left Greece 
and it is not coming back until the beginning of March. The 
IMF said it will not give the next tranche of loans which Greece 
needs until such time Greece for once does what it promises 
to do. Whether it will do that or not is something that you 
can guess as well as I can. It is not one of those things that any 
rational person can really figure out. 

However, the major threat to all the European economies 
is the migrant crisis. The longer term effect on the migrant 
problem in Europe is probably actually positive in economic 
growth because Europe obviously has the declining population 
and the declining labor force. All the evidences show that 
migrants are more productive on average and they take less 
welfare payment than the native European population and so 
on. However, in the short run, it is disruptive both on economic 
and on political grounds. Politically, the migrant crisis is tearing 
at the fabric of not only the Euro area but the European Union 
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as a whole. Many observers think that the current closing of 
the borders will lead to the abandonment of the Schengen 
Agreement. If that happens, that could be the beginning of 
unraveling of the other integrated deals that they have already 
cut together.

To add to those concerns, the politics in Eastern Europe seems 
to turn away from the economic policies that enabled such 
success over the past decade and a half. Hungary is the worst 
but the most shocking in some ways is Poland because it was the 
most successful of the Eastern European countries in terms of its 
transitions and the policies it has adopted and how well it did 
for a while. Thus, there are question marks even there. I don’t 
even need to mention that Ukraine where we have the civil war 
and the Russians and everybody else involved in that. 

If that warns enough, I say one of the countries that has done 
well has been the UK. The numbers are up. However, depending 
on the outcome, the British referendum in June of this year 
asking the voters whether or not they will remain in the EU is 
vitally important. Most analysts believe that if the Brexit turns 
negative, in other words, if the vote comes out to leave the 
European Union, it will be a significant negative blow not only 
for the Brits but also to the rest for the European continent. 
Not only that, should that happen, it will probably spur another 
Scottish referendum and might well spur not only Wales but 
also Northern Ireland. So the prospects for more rapidly growing 
parts of the world are not all that great if the Brexit referendum 
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is negative. The oddsmakers still think that the Brexit will not 
be voted in, but they are giving very close odds. They are not 
saying 30 or 70, but they are saying 47-53 and numbers like 
that. Those numbers fluctuate. I certainly don’t want to be 
quoted as saying that they are going to Brexit. I don’t think they 
will. But it is a very close call and it is a worry, contributing to 
uncertainties at the present time. 

Europe is, of course, large enough, so the sluggish growth itself 
depresses economic activity including in the U.S. and elsewhere 
in the world. In fact, many of the company profits reports in the 
US say that profits are down in the U.S. Europe has been a big 
downward pressure on American companies’ profits in the world 
market. 

The outlook is equally unfavorable in the Middle East with 
its combination of political difficulties, inappropriate economic 
policies, and the low price of oil. Turkey, the most rapidly 
growing country in Europe in the latter part of last decade, 
is down, experiencing difficulties because of its inappropriate 
policies, its neighbors (Middle East) refugees pouring into it 
in huge numbers, and other inflationary pressure. I have to 
comment that its current account deficit is up to 10% of the 
GDP last I looked at. And there is another one where we had 
some positive stimulus last century and it turned around quite 
drastically. 

Russia did not get its reforms long enough to develop a 
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healthy non-natural resource sector to integrate with the world 
economy. Oil and natural gas still constitute over 80% of its 
total exports and its huge percentage share of GDP. And Russia 
is hard hit, of course, by dropping of the oil price. Its exchange 
rate had depreciated now by 70% for one year, which is huge. 
And the living standards, which rose rapidly in the period of 
2003-2010, are now back to the earlier levels of 2001-2003. All 
of that gain has been lost. The range of estimated real GDP goes 
in Russia from 0% growth to -5% in 2016. No positive numbers 
are found in any estimated reports that I have seen. A part of 
the reason has been that the tendency of the government to put 
more economic attitude, to put in more controls and remove 
the some of the reforms they had made earlier. However, a big 
reason is the oil price. 

China does not seem in danger of negative growth. But 
as somebody pointed out early on, if you grow 10-12% and 
suddenly growth goes down to 5-6%, that 5-6% drop in growth 
rate is hard on the economy as a recession as the economy grows 
up 3% to -3%, which is what the U.S. did. So the slowdown in 
China will affect and it has already been a factor that affected 
the rest of the world and certainly affected Korea as well. Also, it 
even affected the U.S. where exports to China are down as well 
as everybody else’s. Some observers do believe that a crisis in the 
financial system is quite possible due to non-performing loans 
(NPLs), in which case, things can get even worse. 

It would not be a question of 5-6% growth. It might very 
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well be or it is possible that the number can be much lower. 
But even without that, the Chinese growth is shifting away 
from the earlier reliance on investments and projects by using 
commodities such as iron, steel, copper, aluminum, cement, 
and so on to a growth pattern that is less commodities intensive. 
Already, Chinese demand in these commodities including oil 
and steel to the rest of world has fallen as domestic production 
capacity comes along the line. 

At best, Chinese contribution to economic growth in the rest 
of the world will not be negative in 2016 but relatively what it 
was in 2015. The growth rate could be about the same. On the 
other hand, it could be even worse. Chinese authorities confront 
with the need to continue to reform if they are going to sustain 
growth, even 6% or so. That looks to be politically difficult. We 
have seen some signs in the past 6-8 months of policy changes 
which has not been smoothly done. It seems to reflect some of 
the difficulties that the Chinese are confronting and trying to 
get the economy moving more towards something that is more 
efficient. 

The Japanese situation is a little better. Although the Japanese 
growth increases somewhat, the last numbers are not that good. 
Recent reports do not augur well. While Japan may not have 
been a negative factor in the world economy this year, there is 
little likelihood that it can provide much stimulus to the rest of 
the world, either. At best, it would, I think, be close to neutral. 
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In case of Korea, my understanding is that Korea is one of the 
economies which is in the middle, so you are okay, but not great. 
Depending on what happens in the rest of the world, the growth 
will be determined for this year. 

South Asia’s prospects are a little better. The Indian 
government expects growth this year to be around 7.5%. There 
are some questions about the government’s numbers but if that 
rate is achieved, it would make India the fastest growing large 
economy in the world this year. That rate, however, would be 
approximately the same as this past year, and as such, there is 
much more stimulus that happens. And the rate, of course, 
might not be achieved especially because of the rest of the world. 

Brazil has enormous problems. The President has embraced 
a series of interventionist economic policies quite inimical to 
economic activity. What Brazil did to reform its economy and 
accelerate growth in earlier years has been reversed, even its 
big oil find off the coast has lost much of its potential as the 
President has decreed that all the activity to get the oil has to be 
done with the Brazilian made equipment. However, nobody in 
Brazil knows how to make it. The estimate is that if they make it 
at all, the cost would be very high and the productivity may not 
be. So, there are questions even there. Brazil is, of course, the 
largest Latin American economy. 

Venezuela, another large economy in Latin America, is going 
down for some time and is likely to go into crisis at some point. 
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I think the only question here is “When?” unless it can get a 
government that miraculously reforms itself very quickly. Chile, 
which has been a star performer, is doing less well partly because 
the President who is in the first term followed the economic 
policies earlier on has begun reversing them as presidents of 
Brazil have done the same things there. 

Colombia and Mexico continue to do okay than the other 
big ones. Argentina might turn around because it has a new 
government and the new government has been reversing some of 
Argentina’s disastrous economic policies with some success. But 
the turnaround is unlikely to be large enough and soon enough 
to make much difference this year. But it will not be negative 
and that is good. 

So I now come to the conclusion that I gave you at the 
beginning: one half of the world is going down and the other 
half of the world is going up. It may not be half and half but we 
are moving in two directions. We are not looking at the same 
outlook. The United States, Northern Europe and a few others 
have satisfactory growth prospects. All of many have done more 
risks on the downside than the upside. The major question, 
therefore, is how likely the United States is to be negatively 
affected by the slower growth of the rest of the world. No one, 
including me, knows the answer. I think that is a big uncertainty 
overhanging economic activity in the United States. 

American exports and imports are a much smaller percentage 
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of GDP than those of most other countries. It means that any 
particular drop in exports, say of 10%, which might be as much 
as the 3% drop in demand for some countries, would be 1% for 
the U.S. The fact that trade is such a small share means that the 
immediate direct trade impact is not likely to be as big as it is 
estimated. The 10% decline in demand for U.S. goods at the end 
of last year and the imports that are with it accounted for only 
1/4 of 1%. Less economic growth that we would otherwise have 
had in the fourth quarter has not been big so far, even relative 
to what you might have expected and that offers some degree of 
hope. Even if the Chinese economy went down another 20% in 
terms of its demand for exports for the U.S., that would not add 
another quarter of a percentage point to the downward pressure 
on the U.S. So there are some reasons for hope. 

The financial sector is perhaps more of a problem, especially 
if Europe gets into more difficulty, either because of Greece, the 
Schengen Agreement, migrants, Brexit, or whatever else. The 
financial side is perhaps more vulnerable than the real side in the 
American economy over the next several years. 

My view on the U.S. is reasonably optimistic. I believe that 
there may be some drag on growth for the rest of the world, 
which is why I do not think we will get 3.5% or so. That drag 
is not so great as to be something to push on the American 
economy down. I think that the forces for acceleration are the 
least strong as the others; but with that, I do not think it would 
be enough to turn everyone in the rest of the world around. 
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First of all, what we can do is to offset some of the negative 
forces that otherwise would be there for the rest of the world. 
If some of the countries that are experiencing difficulties have 
experienced even further difficulty, it is because the U.S. went 
into recession. It could be very serious for many of those 
countries. If, instead, the U.S. chugs along 2.5%, it would at 
least provide the floor. In almost all the countries I mentioned, 
domestic economic policy reforms of structural variety are 
needed in one way or another. 

In Europe, of course, the banking sector, financial integration, 
and all these things I mentioned including Schengen, Hungary 
and Poland have gone the wrong way. All these things are not 
something that you can try the Keynesian policy to fix. That will 
not work because that is not the problem. Brazil’s downturn is 
a little bit from commodities, but much more economic policy, 
again, on the structure reform side, not on the aggregate demand 
side. So is Russia. I think the need for reform is certainly 
pressing on China and so on. As you go around the world, the 
Middle East is also political, etc. 

So my short answer to the question is that the U.S. economy 
is going to lead the world a little bit, in the sense that things will 
be less bad than they would otherwise be. It will be strong and 
probably growing, but it will not be strong enough to overcome 
some of the negative influences coming from the rest of the 
world. 
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I focused on the short term because there is so much 
uncertainty in that and if we cannot see it here, how can you 
possibly see it in the long term? But you can see some questions 
on the horizon that will need attention. One danger of the 
present situation is that looking at the short term some of the 
longer term fixes would be ignored until it is either too much 
painful or too late. 

The first one, true for the United States but also for Europe 
and many other countries, is that the public debt to GDP ratio 
is too high in many countries and given demographic prospects, 
the likelihood is that without action it will get worse. The 
United States is the case in point. U.S. public debt in 2000 was 
about 35% of GDP and is now 65-70% depending on how 
you count. And if we go on with current entitlements, current 
expenditure in tax plans and current expected growth, the 
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) numbers would be up over 
100% by 2025. 

Obviously, Japan can do it, and maybe the United States can 
do it, too. It is not a risk that I would like to take. It would 
certainly be a drag on economic activity. Interest rates would 
almost surely have to rise as with that level of debt. All of those 
things would be negative for growth, otherwise. Certainly, 
getting into some kind of fix now or a plan to fix it is credible 
and would be sustained and it is important for the longer term 
prospects of the American economy and the world economy. 
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The same is true for other countries where the debt is large. 
Japan has managed its very large debt for a very long time. 
Part of the reason is that the Japanese debt is held by Japanese 
citizens; very little of it is held abroad and it is all in yen. Half 
of the net U.S. debt is held by foreigners and that makes a big 
difference in terms of what could happen and how it could be 
addressed. But that is only one of the risks. 

A second one, which misses the headlines all the time and 
is really too bad, is trade. You know the Doha Round was not 
completed, which is itself a negative in the real world economy. 
There are huge gains to be made in the future years if we can 
get liberalization and integration of trade and services and in 
agriculture. If instead, we go along with the current path and 
do nothing with regards to those, it is highly likely that the 
protection pressure will increase. A major thrust for growth over 
the past 60 years has been the liberalization of trade. 

Given that services are growing more rapidly than 
manufacturing in almost all the countries except the poor, given 
that services have been an increasingly important part of trading 
goods and services over the years, and given that the potential 
for increasing efficiency in services in liberalization is so high, 
to miss that opportunity is a tragedy in the longer term for the 
world and would certainly be a negative for growth relative to 
what it could be for the world economy. 

To make matters worse, it was the U.S. leadership. The U.S. 
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brought the GATT, the WTO, and trade liberalization. And the 
U.S. has not filled that role at any degree over the past few years. 
The United States has become more of a protectionist. I think 
there is a role for other countries, and in particular countries 
like Korea who have benefited so much from trade and gained 
so much from the liberalization of the world economy, to take a 
more active role in pushing the U.S. leadership. They themselves 
should be taking leadership within the WTO and begin to have 
things moving even if there is some domestic payment involved 
because the risks on the trade side are not visible as they are 
not so concrete. But over time the erosion from failing to do 
something to liberalize trade which itself changes its composition 
toward more services is, I think, a serious issue. 

Next are geopolitical risks. They are huge. They are not just 
in Asia but in Ukraine, Eastern Europe, China, and the United 
States. A whole variety of things are out there in the outlook and 
I think that is again partly the volatility. 

Lastly, the outcome in the U.S. election matters. It matters 
more than usual for the economic prospects because the 
economic programs put forward by some of the candidates are 
so economically undesirable or undoable in some cases just for 
budgetary reasons. A promise to make university education free 
in the United States is estimated to cost as something like 5% of 
GDP per year. We are already in debt so how are we going to do 
that? We simply cannot. If, nonetheless, the proposals like that 
win, I think that those proposals would destroy the university 
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system. Obviously, I do not think that they can be achieved. 
There are proposals which the Republican candidates suggested 
have enough cuts in taxes. There would be an even bigger hole 
in the fiscal deficit than there is now. 

Am I optimistic or pessimistic? I guess I am sort of balanced 
in the sense that things are not going to go terribly wrong, 
terribly fast. I think there is time for an action. I hope that some 
countries among the ones I mentioned - Brazil, India, Turkey, 
and Russia and so on - reverse the economic policies, which are 
really pulling them down now. If that happens, that would be 
a big help. But beyond that, I have some hopes that after the 
political uncertainties in the UK and in the U.S. are resolved, we 
might have a chance to look at and address some of the longer 
term and shorter term issues that bother us all. 



QA
Question and Answer
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Q: My concern is about the future. One cynical 
review of the last 75 years since World War II is that 

tremendous growth has come from borrowed money. Each 
country has been expanding national debt. Now we have reached 
the point where you can no longer count on most of economies. 

At the same time, the economic control has been depending on 
the fiscal and monetary policy. On the monetary policy side, the 
stimulus used to come from the deduction of interest rates. We 
now have reached the zero interest, so we are out of that tool. 
Thus, the two main tools of economic control are essentially out 
of our hands. 

So the bottom line is that where we are now is out of growth 
engine and control mechanism. How do you see the future and 
we manage these problems?

First of all, I agree with a lot of what you said. I do 
not think that the monetary policy is quite exhausted. 

Especially, Fed has been buying assets back and so on. There has 
to be a little bit more scope there. 

On the fiscal side, there are a number of adjustments that 
could be made and there is some scope especially in the short 
run. Things should turn around quickly. If I am right, things are 
strong enough for another year or two in the U.S. Some of those 
concerns do not disappear but they diminish somewhat. In that 
sense, time is on our side for those things, not for everything but 
those. 
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Are we out of growth engines? I think not. I think there 
is a consensus that we have let our infrastructure go too far 
and deteriorate too much in the U.S. There is some scope for 
increasing public expenditure in infrastructure that could be 
productive and make all above. There are some other things, too. 
The energy price decrease should certainly stimulate economic 
activities. Remember the 1973 doom and gloom forecast after 
the energy prices rose. The difference this time has been the 
fracking investment which upset some of the declines, at least 
for a while, because you do not stop in the middle. However, 
now that seems to be coming to an end. I think we will see a 
little bit more stimulus from that than anybody expected. 

I also agree with one of the things you said but let me elaborate 
it further. In my view, there is increasing evidence that in most 
of the rich countries and emerging markets, the regulation of 
labor markets has gone ahead of productivity too far. I do not 
think we want a totally free labor market. We do not want 
employers firing people at random and so on, but the rigidity in 
labor markets is clearly a problem. I think one piece of evidence 
is Germany. When they were in real trouble back in 2000-
2002, the Schroeder reforms in the labor market were painful 
for Germany. Now, everyone knows how strong the German 
economy is because it did reform and it did increase flexibility. 
Many countries have experienced negative pressures at a time 
when the labor market regulations began to bite. And they bite 
in ways that it really makes a difference negatively. My guess is 
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that the next big push will be labor related. It will recognize that 
the labor markets really need to work a little bit better than they 
now do. Maybe we need to make labor market easier for workers 
or we need more retraining programs. Those things will increase 
productivity and at the same time smooth the functioning of the 
labor market. 

In my opinion, the essential one in most countries is 
actually land restriction. Land restrictions in many countries 
are problems. I think India is at the point, where the land 
restrictions are bad enough that they are really throwing 
investments that would otherwise be profitable. I think Tokyo is 
another example. I do not know the land market there, but I was 
driving around the city and seeing these buildings which were 
built in 200 years ago. So there are questions. I think in terms of 
structural reforms, they are different in different countries. I do 
not think they are the same everywhere. 

A minimum wage set at a realistic level is probably a good 
thing. If a minimum wage is too high, it is a very bad thing. 
Finding what the realistic level is quite clearly country specific. 
So I think that we do need to pay more attention to the 
structural reforms. I think the notion which is all just Keynesian 
especially in Europe that we need more aggregate demand is 
really misleading. 

You mentioned that the public debt to GDP is simply 
too high and even worse. It is an upward trend in the Q
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United States. So because of that, it will push up the long term 
interest rate in the long run. But if you look at the yields of 10-
year treasury bonds, the yield is steadily dropping for less than 
30 years. Right now, it is just around 1.7-1.75. Do you think 
that this long term dropping trend will be reversing in the next 5 
or 6 years? I want to hear your opinion about that. 

Frankly speaking, I do not know. If I knew that, I 
would sell you the information for a lot of money. My 

instinct is to say that five years from now we will see a higher 
nominal and real interest rate led by the U.S., but I cannot 
prove it. I do think that we have had abnormal recession in 
part because excess was so great in construction in the U.S. 
It was really big. The market is just normal but they are still 
in overhang. I think we will see more of a little bit of upward 
pressure in interest rates. 

I have some questions on China. One point is that the 
renminbi exchange rate is falling day by day. And most 

people worry about rapid capital flight from China nowadays. 
Maybe that is attributable even to the high leverage, debt ratio in 
China. Excess capacity in China is nowadays most problematic. 
I am, therefore, asking your view on how China will manage 
the high debt ratio and coming out of such a weakened foreign 
exchange market including stock market. 

I am not an expert on China, but I would like to say 
a few things. I do not think that the debt to GDP is 
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so high in China yet; it might get there but it is not yet. The 
increase in non-performing loans seems more of an issue to 
me and that is more likely to come and bite China sooner. I 
think that it is in the banking system where we are likely to see 
problems rather than in the debt market. Now, it is certainly 
true that the renminbi has been depreciating and there is capital 
flight. One estimate is $100 billion a month right now. Whether 
China has the tools to contain that or whether it should contain 
is a question. 

In my view, the Chinese authorities have been walking on a 
tight rope for years and years in the sense that there is so much 
potential to make a mistake in the economy that complexity 
grew. So far they have done remarkably well in sort of finding 
a path. China has done well enough with the debt, so I have a 
hope that it could do it again. But the problems are getting more 
complex as the economy gets bigger and more complex.  

Thus, I do not have an answer for you but I am sure that the 
authorities themselves do not have an answer for you, either. 
I am sure that they are going to try to address the issues. They 
do have to address some fundamental reforms and those are 
politically resistant, very strongly, as you know, by certain 
groups in China. So I think that we have the political pressure 
even though it is not exactly a democracy. I think China’s got 
a tough road for the couple of years. If it can either get the 
reforms moving or address the banking issue, it will help China. 
If China can somehow put on more controls, it will not help the 
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capital account. I think you would see less of depreciation of the 
renminbi but I do not know that. 

You mentioned in your presentation about the trade 
liberalization. Is it for Korea in particular? If so, what 

are the main reasons? If it is not, is it just a recommendation for 
the global trade organization? 

I had the world in mind, including Korea. The world 
trading system is very important to Korea. The world 

trade system has been weakened by the failure of the Doha 
round. Therefore, I think it is in very much Korea’s interest to 
support and take some leadership as you tried to do a few years 
ago in getting the major countries of the world once again to 
recognize that they are in the same boat and have a common 
interest. With that said, I have not looked at all the Korean 
numbers recently but my impression is that Korea will benefit 
greatly by liberalizing some services quite quickly and there are 
still things to be done in the agricultural sector. 

You are very optimistic about the US economy and 
the Fed’s decision to raise hikes has been very dollar 

dependant in the past. How far do you see the rates going up 
in the future and how this will play out for the global economy 
especially for emerging markets?  

How much the rates are going to go up will depend 
on how the recovery proceeds. If the recovery proceeds, 

we will get more and more of the overhang from housing behind 
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us. But as more and more pressures rise on inflation, I think that 
the nominal rate of interest is going to go up somewhat more 
rapidly than the real rate. If the real rate stays in about 2.5%, 
I would see a rate of 3% to 3.5 % at least in the nominal rate 
within a couple of years. The Fed has said that they were going 
to make four rises, about a quarter percentage point each this 
year which will get the rate up to 1-1.25% at the end of this 
year. 

But what happens in the long term market can depend on 
many other things. At the moment there is not much demand 
for a long term fund. Companies are washed with cash, as you 
know. So that might take a little longer. All of this is to some 
extent very much dependant on what happens in other markets, 
what happens in the rest of the world. Brexit and geopolitics are 
major factors. Even what happens with the new administration 
in the US and how its economic policies change from what it 
is now would make a big difference. If the US economy were, 
for some reason, to get too many inflationary pressures too fast, 
nominal interest rates will go up much faster. It is still a matter 
of judging some of the other things because the interest rate will 
play into that. 

Among many risks you mentioned during the lecture, 
what is the greatest risk for the global economy in your 

opinion? 

There are two definitions in great. One is the greatest 
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damage to the economy and the other is the probability 
that something will happen. They are different in this case. 
Obviously, in terms of the risk to the global economy and 
how much damage you could do to world GDP, some of the 
geopolitical risks which I do not regard as the highest probability 
of happening would be the most damaging if they happened. 
Quite clearly, if there are some kinds of major escalation of 
confrontation in Syria, Ukraine, Russia, and in that area, 
the damage would be huge. But the probability of not being 
contained is not that high. In that sense, it is the most damaging 
risk but not necessarily the greatest. 

On the side of what is the greatest in terms of the greatest 
likelihood, that is harder. It is almost certain that there would 
be another crisis in Greece. When it happens, how damaging 
it would be is much less important. So, I will put that one 
aside and say whether the Eurozone holds together is probably 
the biggest economic risk. Of course, Brexit is big, too. What 
happens in Europe is the biggest downside risk for the global 
economy in the sense of the probability that it might happen, 
not in the sense of the size of it.


